This paper studied the relationship between investment and savings in South Africa for the period 1990 quarter 1 to 2014 quarter 3. The unit root test confirmed the non-stationarity of the series prior to first differencing. The correlation coefficient and the model assessing a full capacity mobility hypothesis were significant and passed all the diagnostic examinations. The estimated parameter provided evidence of imperfect capital mobility. ARIMAX (5, 1, 0) out-performed all the five models and was used for pre-whitening process. This model was later used to produce a two year forecasts of investment. The error forecast measure provided enough evidence to conclude that ARIMAX (5, 1, 0) provided valid forecasts. These results are recommended when embarking on future savinginvestment plans in South Africa.
Introduction
Using a simple linear regresssion for model estimation could give misleading results about the relationship between the output and input variables. Possible problems to this may involve for example, (1) feedback from the output to the input series, (2) ommitted time-lagged input term, (4) an autocorrelated disturbance series and (4) common autocorrelation patterns shared by the variables that could produce spurious correlations.
This paper tries to set out a practical model identification procedure designed to handle the four problems mentioned. The details for model identifcation used in this study differ from those proposed by Box and Jenkins (1976) but the idea is similar. The authors extensively studied the autoregressive moving average (ARMA) models. They effectively put together, in a comprehensive manner relevant information required to understand the use of univariate time series ARMA models. These models are specifically effective when the purpose of the study is forecasting of an output variable on the basis of its past values. Only one variable is needed to achieve the task in this instance.
Key objective of this investigation is to build a model that extends the Box-Jenkins ARMA framework. This model is intended to show the relationship between the output { } and the input time series { } implementing the BoxJenkins transfer function framework. The reseacher hopes that any model chosen might be interesting in its own right but the interest will also be in using it to forecast savings from future values of investment. Priestley (1981) vouch for this framwork especially when both time series fall into the class of ARMA type models. The said framework combines characteristics of both the univariate process and those of simple linear regression analysis. Thus, the framework combines time series approach with the causal approach to perform forecasting.
Makridakis, Wheelwright and Hyndman (1998) prescribe the use of this framework as a powerful tool when appropriate conditions for its use exist. The transfer function framework generalise the three phases of Box-Jenkins univariate procedure such as the identification, estimation and cheking, and application. To extend this model, an input variable is introduced as an exogenous variable resulting to a bivariate framework simply known as the ARIMAX. The thrust of this paper is the identification and application with an investment as an exogenous variable to model and forecast savings in South Africa. Both the autocorrelation and cross correlation structures of the input and output variables are exploited in the identification stage.
The saving-investment investigation is relevant for different countries as it may hold the key to the positive correlation between saving and economic growth. Additionally, if capital accumulation is deemed the engine of growth, understanding the interaction between saving investment is crucial to assessing the validity of the traditional recipe that raising saving is the surest way to increase growth. This is a notion that implicity require each country's extra saving to be automatically translated into higher domestic investment (Wahid et al., 2008) . Conventional thinking holds that saving is an essential element in promoting investment, therefore economic growth. Esso and Keho (2010) emphasise that low levels of domestic saving in some developing countries condemn them to an uncomfortable choice between low investment and growth or excessive reliance upon foreign capital which makes them vulnerable.
The application of Box-Jenkins transfer function framework in this study to saving-investment relationship is advantageous in that trends in these two series will be viewed for better understanding and decision making. The framework will also help in constructing and selecting the model that reasonably describe the nexus between these variables. The best model among competing models will be chosen on the basis of the associated error forecasts. The framework is recommended especially when one or more input variables are incorporated in the analysis and longtime forecasts are to be produced. This duty cannot be performed with the traditional Box-Jenkins univariate framework. Furthermore, the Box-Jenkins transfer function framework allows the researcher to make a reflection about the data based on its past, present and future state (Moroke, 2005) .
Based on the findings of this study, better suggestions may be formulated and submitted to policy makers. It is almost impossible for policy makers to come up with feasible plans about savinginvestment when proper and reliable information about these variables is not available. When valid information is provided, appropriate strategies may be articulated and devised. Moroke (2014) emphasise on the application of proper modelling techniques so as to achieve improved forecasting accuracy. The application of Box-Jenkins transfer function framework has not been exhausted; as a result this paper explores its effectiveness and validity. This analysis could further contribute to existing body of knowledge and a better understanding of savinginvestment association in middle income developing countries with relatively poor social indicators like South Africa may be gained. Policy decisions aimed at promoting economic growth and development in the country may be attained if saving-investment process is understood.
There is no evidence in literature about studies that applied the Box-Jenkins transfer function framework to savings-investment nexus. Nonetheless, the framework has been employed by researchers on numerous fields. Among others, Bambang et al., (2009) used the framework to build transfer function model for rainfall index data in Indonesia. The study compared the forecast accuracy among ARIMA, ASTAR, Single input transfer function, and multiple input transfer function models. Another study by Khin et al., (2011) proposed transfer function model to predict electricity prices based on both past electricity prices and demand. The rational to build this model was also discussed in this study. Arumugam and Anithakumari (2013) used the Transfer function model to fit the model of natural rubber production where sales were used as an influential variable. Eni et al., (2013) adopted the framework to develop a three input Transfer function to forecast rainfall in Calabar.
Data
The study uses quarterly data retrieved from the South African Reserve Bank covering the period 1990 Q1 to 2014 Q3. A total of 98 observations are used for the analysis. The choice of this period will allow us to track trends of saving-investment before, during and after democracy of South Africa. The number of observations used will help in safeguarding the normality assumption. Two variables considered are ratio of gross savings to gross domestic product measured in percentages and gross fixed capital formation in millions. These variables are subjected to log transformations in order to take care of irregularities borne as a result of nonconstant time series stochastic terms such as the mean ( ) and variances ( 2 ).
Sadowski (2010) suggested log transformation as the optimal variance stabilizing factor specifically when standard deviation of the original time series increases in a linear fashion with the series mean. The approximate percentage change in can be calculated from the differences of the log-transformed series ≅ 100[ ( ) − ( −1 )].The Statistical Analysis Software (SAS) version 9.3 is used for data analysis. It is reasonable to assume a unidirectional causal relationship between the variables used in transfer function framework, i.e., past values of savings ( ) influence future values of investment ( ), not vice versa. Otherwise, if a bidirectional relationship is evidenced, the use of this framework becomes futile. The study is interested in using the following model to assess a full capacity mobility hypothesis:
where 0 and 1 are the estimated coefficients using the ordinary least squares regression method. In particular, 1 is the savings-investment retention coefficient and is the error term.
Methodology
A transfer function model differs from the ARMA model in that the latter is univariate and the former can accommodate multivariate time series. No relationships can be determined with ARMA model as only one variable is involved in the analysis. The transfer function model overrides ARMA models in that both the output and the input variables are used in model building. This study uses a single input (investment) to construct a forecasting model. Assume the two series and have properly been transformed so that both they are stationary. In a single input, single output linear system, the output series and the input series are related through a linear filter as;
where
is referred to as the transfer function filter according to Box and Jenkins (1976) , is an impulse response weights and B is a coefficient of , is the noise series of the system that is independent of the input series . When and are assumed to follow some ARMA models, the transfer function model [3] is known as ARIMAX.
The coefficients in the transfer function model are the impulse response weights. Transfer function models are said to be stable if the sequence of impulse response weights is absolutely summable (Wei, 2006) , i.e., ∑| | < ∞. In a stable system, a bounded input always produces a bounded output. A transfer function modelling serves the purpose of identifying and estimating the transfer function ( ) and a noise model based on the available information of the input series, and the output series, . One of the difficulties associated with this model is that the information on the two series is finite and this causes the transfer function to contain an infinite number of coefficients. Such difficulties can be alleviated by representing the transfer function as;
Operators ( ) = 0 − 1 − ⋯ − and
where B is a parameter estimating the delay between the variables. The aim of this study is to extend the univariate ARMA process;
where follows a white nose process.
Identification of the model
The first step in the identification of the transfer function model is to pre-whiten the input and the output series. The pre-whitening filter may be applied to both series. It helps in removing the corrupting influence of the autocorrelation within the input series while maintaining the same functional relationship between the two series (Yaffee and MacGee, 2000) . Instead of solving for , the equation is inverted to solve for .The pre-whitening filter is formulated from the existing ARMA model.
Pre-whitening of the series is preceded by differencing to achieve stationarity as;
and
The transfer function analysis is not fussy about the degree of differencing. This need not be the same for the and . The stationarity of the series is tested with the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) unit root test estimated from;
The symbol ∇ is the first difference operator; t is the time drift; k represents the number of lags used and is the error term; ′ and ′s are the model bounds. The ADF test may include a constant and time trend depending on the analysis. Assuming that the series, { − 1} follows the AR (p) process, Hamilton (1994) shows that the rejection or acceptance of the null hypothesis of a unit root is based on running the regression;
. . , − 1 and is a white noise process. The ADF test statistic is given as;
where 1 −1 is the test statistic of 1 − 1, (̂1) is the standard error of 1 − 1. The null hypothesis of a unit root 0 : 1 − 1 is rejected if [10] is less than the appropriate critical value at some level of significance. Alternatively the test statistic rejects the null hypothesis if the corresponding probability value exceeds the level of significance.
Once stationarity conditions have been addressed, a tentative model is identified by examining the autocorrelations calculated from the autocorrelation (ACF) and partial autocorrelation function (PACF). The observed ACFs and PACFs are compared with the theoretical characteristics found in Box and Jenkins (1976) to determine the orders of ( , ). The filtered series are obtained from differenced series as;
respectively.
In the second step of this framework, the sample cross correlation function (CCF) ̂( ) between [11] and [12] is calculated to estimate as;
The significance of the CCF is assessed by its comparison with the associated standard error ( − )
Estimation of the model
The general preliminary transfer function model is of the form;
However, this section requires an estimation of the noise model as;
The appropriate model for the noise is identified by observing the associated ACF and PACF. Later the transfer function and the noise models are combined to produce the function;
The parameters ′ = ( ′ , ′ , ′ , ∅′) = ( 0 , 1 , … , , 1 , … , ; 1 , … , , ∅ 1 , … , ∅ ) in [16] are estimated from the past data ( , ), = 1, 2, … , .
A conditional least squares method is used to estimate the parameters of both the noise and the final transfer function models. The following formulas describe a conditional least squares;
where ψ are coefficients of the power series expansion of ∆ . The results of the estimated parameters are compared for optimal goodness-of-fit. Yaffee and MacGee (2000) recommend the ultimate reasonable magnitude of parameter estimates and statistically significant associated t − ratios > 1.96. The authors further recommend that non-significant parameters should be trimmed from the model.
Diagnostic checking
A battery of diagnostic tests is used to validate model assumptions and to also evaluate its adequacy. These tests involve the residuals of the model. One of the basic assumptions is that the residuals follow a white noise process. Another assumption concerns the residual correlations. To check the two aforementioned residual assumptions, the associated residual estimates are needed. The error term estimates are automatically calculated at the estimation stage along with the conditional least squares estimation for model parameters.
Model adequacy: This assumption concerns the examination of the error terms. For the assumption to hold, the standardised residuals should look random in an ACF. If the error terms are statistically different from zero, the model is not adequate. The adequacy of the transfer function models is dependent on the significant estimated parameters. Yaffee and MacGee (2000) advise that the decay parameters should conform to the bounds of stability for transfer function models. The authors further advise that if the model is one of first-order decay, then parameter estimates should not be too close to the value of 1.00. Another recommended guideline by these authors is to have parameters not too close to 0.96, otherwise the model may be unstable and further differencing may also be needed. A model with insignificant parameters may require pruning of these parameters.
Consequently, the Ljung-Box (1978) test may be used. This test is defined as;
The statistic is asymptotically distributed as 2 with m degrees of freedom (Vogelvang, 2005 
Forecasting with transfer function models
Once the transfer function model has passed all the diagnostic tests discussed, the model can be used for forecasting of the output series by using past values of the input series. Suppose and are stationary process in model [5] and [14] , where ( ), ( ), ( ), ∅( ) are finite order of polynomial of ; the roots of ( ) = 0, ( ) = 0, ( ) = 0 and ∅( ) = 0 are all outside the unit circle, and and are independent zero mean white noise series with variances 2 and 2 respectively.
This paper forecast h leads into the forecast horizon. This is achieved on the basis of a model that includes both a transfer function and a noise component as highlighted by (Box et al., 1994 and Granger, 1999) . The transfer function forecasting model proposed by these authors is given as; 
where is the time period, ℎ the lead time period, p the order of auto-regression, the order of differencing, the order of decay, the delay, the order of regression and the order of moving average. The forecast error variance and forecast interval limits are defined as; 
⁄ .
To evaluate the predictive power of the model, the study uses error some forecast measures. Different authors prefer different measures. Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is preferred as it is not vulnerable to outlier distortion. Mean square forecast error (MSFE) is also regarded as an ideal measure and is found not to be susceptible to distortion due to estimates that approaches zero (Fildes et al., 1998) . The two forecast errors are explored for the sake of this study.
Empirical analysis
This section provides and discusses the preliminary and primary analyses results.
Preliminary results
Certain underlying assumptions need to be considered when analyzing macroeconomic time series. Stationarity and normality are two main assumptions made about time series data. The secondary task of this section is to investigate whether or not the two time series data under investigation comply with these assumptions. Prior to the analysis, the data were transformed into logarithmic form to iron out irregularities such as noise and heteroscedasticity. This happens so because the scale which the variables are measured drastically is compressed (Gujarati and Porter, 2009) .
By observation, the descriptive statistics measuring these assumptions confirmed that the two series are approximated by a normal distribution. The observed probabilities for the Jacque-Bera statistics calculated as 0.09 and 0.51 for investment and savings respectively are greater than 0.05 significance level. This is a confirmation that the variables are approximately normal. Figures 1 and 2 are time series display of the two variables. A visual inspection of these series confirms that they are non-stationary, suggesting that differencing may be required to induce stationarity. The plot suggests that investment in South Africa is explained by an upward moving trend, while savings follows an irregular pattern. This suggests that no cointegration and causal effect could be expected between the variables. The results allow the application of Box-Jenkins transfer function framework for further analyses. Upon realizing that the data satisfies the conditions for stationarity, the study continues to assess if there is a relationship between savings and investment using a correlational analysis. However, these analyses are just meant to confirm the nexus of savings and investment level. It does not form part of the transfer function framework and only important selected results are highlighted. The correlation coefficient confirms a negative correlation (-0.507) between the variables. A full capacity mobility hypothesis was also assessed. Please note that the results of the estimated model are not shown here. The initial estimated model proved to be significant, and a reasonable amount of variation in the two variables is explained. However, the Durbin-Watson statistic suggests the presence of serial correlation. As a result, the model was re-estimated taking into consideration the presence of autocorrelation factor. The re-estimated model also proved to be significant, this time no serial correlation was revealed. The coefficient of savings was even larger and nowhere near zero proving evidence of imperfect capital mobility. This coefficient simply accentuates the presence of the relationship between the variables. Capital mobility as defined by Ogbokor and Musilika (2014) is the ability of private funds to move across national boundaries in pursuit of higher returns. This mobility is dependent on the absence of currency restriction on the inflows and outflows of capital. Likewise, Chow's test showed no indication of a structural break in the data.
Transfer function model results
The ACFs and PACFs displayed on Figures 3 and 4 are used to identify a tentative model for the input series. The patterns of ACFs and PACFs of AR (p) and MA (q) processes look different and may as a result identify different models. Trial and error method is used to identify the models describing . Summary of the results is presented in Table 3 . Table 3 . Model identification for Savings
The AIC is used in selecting the model that best explain the variables.
(5, 1, 0) has the least AIC. Box and Jenkins (1976) suggest that upon selection of the appropriate model describing , the same model should be used in pre-whitening the values of and . In this instance; pre-whitening of the series is a preliminary step to determining the relationship between the variables. The results of the selected model are summarised in Table 4 . The pre-whitened filter contains autoregressive factors according to the output in Table 4 
The point estimates of this model are all significant (t-ratios exceed 1.96) except for the parameter estimate of AR 1,4 and all have negative parameters. These results are in accordance with those of the correlational and full capacity mobility hypothesis obtained in the preliminary analyses.
Moreover, the estimates are all less than one and are in accordance with the recommended guidelines by Yaffee and MacGee (2000) . Note that a first-order regular differencing was used to obtain stationary savings and investment values. Equation [27] represents both the pre-whitened and values. None of the parameters is discarded. Further analysis is based on this pre-whitened series.
Next, the CCF between pre-whitened series is calculated to help identify a preliminary transfer function model describing relationship between savings and investment. The results are presented in Figure 5 . The first thing noted is that there are no spikes in the CCF at all lags save for lag eight. This implies that −1 ( , ) is not statistically different from zero i.e. present values of savings are not related to past values of investment. This further confirms that savings is a leading indicator of investment. The spike at lag 8 follows that 8 ( , ) is statistically different from zero, which says that investments in the present quarter are related to savings eight quarters or two years ago. Simply, it can be concluded that it take two years for savings to affect investment in South Africa. The results obtained in this section are a prerequisite for applying the transfer function models.
Presented next in Table 4 is the output for the estimation and diagnostic checking of the tentative model. Since the observed probabilities of chi-square from column 4 of Table 5 are large, it is concluded that the pre-whitened input series is statistically independent of the error component . This is a necessary condition for the validity of transfer function modelling. To determine a noise model [14] , note that the ACF in Appendix B dies down quickly and the PACF which has a spike at lag 1 also dies down quickly. The mathematical function of the noise model in Appendix C according to [15] The parameters of the noise model [28] have insignificant t-ratios (see appendix C). However, all the parameters of the autoregressive factors for the final transfer function model are significant with tratios greater than 1.96 according to Yaffee and MacGee (2000) . This is a confirmation that the final transfer model is adequate and may be used for forecasting. The calculated observed standard errors are (0.039 and 0.0199) and the AICs are (-295.665 and -404.033) for the noise and final transfer function models respectively. These measures further confirm the adequacy of the transfer function model [29] . The residuals of this model [29] are further assessed for randomness and the results are summarised in Table  6 . The chi-square test has all insignificant observed probabilities at all lags implying that the residuals are not correlated. Reference can also be made to the autocorrelation coefficients in Table 6 . The next and final step provides the forecasts of investment using the final transfer function model [29] . Numerical results of the forecasts are given as Appendix E and plotted in Figure 6 . The forecasts shows that investment in South Africa is expected grow to in the next two years. These forecasts are estimated within confidence bounds of 95%. The estimated MAPE associated with these forecasts is 0.1335. This forecast error is so small and provides a sensible reason to conclude that the fitted model is valid and reliable. The forecasts produced with this model are with no doubt reliable and may be referred to when embarking on new policies.
Conclusions
This paper is an attempt to investigate the relationship between saving and investment in South Africa. Data spanning the period 1990 quarter 1 to 2014 quarter 3 was used. As a preliminary step, the series were tested for stationarity using the ADF unit root test. The test confirms both savings and investment are non-stationary in their level but stationary in their first difference. This gives a degree of confidence on the models estimated and incorporates the stylized facts. The coefficient correlation matrix obtained implies a negative relationship between the two variables. Feldstein and Horioka (1988) argue that the association between domestic savings and investment is perfect in a closed economy but the presence of capital mobility breakdown is considered.
However, by employing Chows' structural break test, the study find that in the estimated model, the fact that the estimated coefficient is nowhere near zero provides evidence of imperfect capital mobility. In other words, this confirms that savings and investment are related. This is a good indication for South African economy implying that investmentpromoting strategies are likely to be a success and economically efficient. This however does not mean that the resources should not be focused more on savings-promoting initiatives. It simply means that the current in-house strategies could be augmented to ensure even better performance by this sector. Furthermore, the government could also consider a reduced income tax rates and rethink economic and political steadiness to help stabilize domestic savings. Availability of more employment opportunities to residents of the country could also boost savings behavior.
The primary analysis of data was conducted following the Box-Jenkins transfer function framework. As a first step in building a transfer function model, the order of the operators and the pure delay is identified. As suggested, good preliminary estimates of the impulse response weights should be significant to help in guessing the orders of the model. The final transfer function model outperformed the noise model according to the error forecast measures. At face value, it is tempting to use this model to forecast trends of investment into the future reasonably well. The model is significant according to battery of tests used. Additional analysis shows forecasts of savings from the pre-whitened transfer function model increasing over time, backing the conclusion drawn from the preliminary analysis. Literature supports that low investment levels in South African economy are consistently identified as the principal factor behind the suboptimal growth rates. Despite the increasing recognition of the importance of investment, there is alarming little analytical research available in South Africa on the savings-investment behavior. On this basis, the study recommends an inclusion of more determinants of investment in the model. Econometric techniques that include the estimation of non-linear models or neural networks may also be used. The study can be expanded upon by adding different countries in order to form cross sectional or panel data study. When formulating policies that concern investment-saving, the study recommends the application of multivariate transfer function framework where variables such as growth among others is also factored in the model. 
